SediVue Dx* Urine Sediment Analyzer

Bacteria and Urinalysis Guide
Bacteria results will be reported as “none detected,” “suspect presence,” or “present.” Bacteria can be difficult to differentiate from
amorphous and crystalline debris. When the bacteria result is “suspect presence,” the report indicates that further differentiation is recommended.
We strongly recommend starting with a visual review of the images. If the absence or presence of bacteria can be confirmed through visual review,
consider adding a comment to the patient record.
In cases where images do not show clear evidence of bacteriuria, it may be necessary to perform additional confirmatory steps. You may also receive a “crystalline debris
detected” message, indicating that you should be more discerning of the bacteria result given that debris can resemble bacteria.
If the bacteria result is...

And the patient has...

Then...

No clinical signs/history

Bacteriuria is unlikely

No clinical signs/history
Suspect
presence and
the images show
particles indicating Clinical signs/history
debris or bacteria

Bacteriuria is unlikely

None detected

Suspect
presence or
present and the
images show
clear evidence of
bacteria

Suspect
presence or
present with
crystalline debris
detected

Consider the SediVue Bacteria
Confirmation Kit or a dry prep to
differentiate bacteria from debris,
artifacts, or amorphous crystalline
material

Either clinical signs/history or no
clinical signs/history

Dry prep typically not needed—
consider culture and sensitivity
(not all bacteria are viable)

Either clinical signs/history or no
clinical signs/history

If bacteriuria is suspected, consider
the SediVue Bacteria Confirmation
Kit or a dry prep to differentiate
bacteria from debris, artifacts, or
amorphous crystalline material
If bacteriuria is not suspected,
bacteriuria is unlikely

How to use the
SediVue* Bacteria
Confirmation Kit
1.

On the IDEXX VetLab* Station,
select the patient from the InHouse Results list, tap Add
Test, tap the SediVue Dx icon,
tap Confirm Bacteria, and then
tap Append Results.

2.

Dispense 165 μL of well-mixed
urine and dispense it into a new
sample tube.

3.

Add 1 drop of Reagent 1 (red) to
the same tube and invert the tube
5 times to mix.

4.

Add 1 drop of Reagent 2 (blue) to
the same tube and invert the tube
5 times to mix.

5.

Inject 165 μL of the prepared
sample into a cartridge on the
analyzer and press Start.

How to perform a dry prep
1. 	 Fill a centrifuge tube with well-mixed, fresh urine
taken from the bottom of the sample tube.
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Rods occur 2X more frequently than cocci3

2. 	Centrifuge the sample on the Urine setting
(or 400 g).
3. 	Gently aspirate the supernatant down to the pellet,
leaving an extremely small amount of urine in
which to resuspend the pellet.

• Bacteria can be present—even in significant
numbers—with or without white blood cells (WBCs).4
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Note: It may be challenging to obtain a pellet from
dilute urine.
4. 	Lightly flick the bottom of the tube to gently
resuspend the formed elements.
5. Dispense a drop of sample on a glass slide,
similar to preparing a blood film.
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10. Air dry thoroughly and then stain the slide using
your routine hematology/cytology stain
(e.g., Diff-Quik*).
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from rectal or fecal contamination or from the
distal urogenital tract.5

Many things look like small dots
• Even university laboratory technicians have

difficulty visually identifying bacteria. It’s the
leading reason that only 40% of positive samples
examined using manual microscopy are
confirmed by culture.1
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8. 	Move the spreader slide toward the end of the
specimen slide, keeping the two in contact with
each other.
9.	In the middle of the slide, abruptly stop spreading the
urine sample and lift the spreader slide straight up to
form a line of material.

• Most UTIs are the result of ascending bacteria

• 14% of dogs will experience a urinary tract
infection (UTI) in their lifetime.6

6. 	Place a clean glass spreader slide at
approximately 30°–40°, in front of the drop of urine.
7. 	Back the spreader slide into the drop, allowing the
material to spread along the edge of the spreader
slide.

Bacteriuria: Important things to
remember

• Lipid droplets, amorphous crystals, cellular
debris, or artifacts may be mistaken for cocci.2
• When a rod is standing on end and is
perpendicular to the focal plane, it can appear as
a coccus.
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• Do not rely on Brownian motion to identify bacteria as all small particles have
it. Proteus mirabilis is the only common UTI pathogen that is motile.

Fresh is best
• Bacteria populations can double every 20 minutes.7
• Urine is not an ideal habitat for bacteria. Over time,
bacteria can die or be phagocytized by the WBCs,
making a positive sample appear negative by the
time it reaches the reference laboratory.
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